
        
            
                
                    
                     
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                 
                                
                                    
                                    
                                        Let's  seamlessly take

                                        your  app idea to the global market

                                    
                                    
                                         Let's  digitally transform

                                         your  organization to next level

                                    
                                    
                                        Let's  confidently scale

                                        your  business process worldwide
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                            Your dream made a reality, on any platform!

                            Having built over 120+ apps on almost every single platform and device, we can make your dream a reality
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                        We have digitally transformed over 12+ Enterprises in our operation for over a decade

                        We are the World's Most Valuable Developers awarded by Intel

                        We are the Top Innovators in the world for 2016 and 2017 awarded by Intel

                        We have helped over 14 multi-million dollar startups in the last two years

                    

                
  
            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Our Expertise

                        Right from app development to scaling your organization, we have all the capabilities you need
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                                App Development

                                Build a secure, future-proof application through the latest technologies and enhance your user experience

                                
                                    Read more
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                                Technology Consulting

                                Explore new opportunities, get insights and overcome your barriers by consulting with our experts

                                
                                   Read more
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                                Research and Development

                                Analyze, solve complex challenges and develop solutions that create a revolution
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                                        Our Recent Great Work
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                                        Trending in Music Category 
 at Google play store
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                                            Yoga, Meditation, Sleep, Mindfulness Yoga for you, from India  
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                    Powering innovations worldwide

                    Bring your ideas to life through great expertise and consultations
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                                    DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

                                    SPEED LEARNING APP
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                                            Cloud-based, end-to-end Uber-like Cab Aggregation Platform.

                                            Cloud-based, end-to-end Uber-like Cab Aggregation Platform. Fast Track is one of the best taxi service providers in India. They provide both out-station taxi booking and local cab services. They operate a large network with offices in all major cities of Tamil  Nadu. They have 10,000 professional drivers covering 9,000+ routes having a customer base of 15 Million users

                                            
                                                Platforms developed :
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                                                What we achieved?

                                                We created a reliable, scalable, and modular cab management platform with apps for users, drivers, owners, and board of directors.
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                                            Hire eco friendly electric scooters for rent

                                            Howdy is an end-to-end bike rental company that is fully automated and environmentally friendly. They envisioned a system that allows users to pick up bikes from any hub and drop them off at any hub, which makes it simple for the end riders.

                                            
                                                Platforms developed :
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                                                What we achieved?

                                                Created an IOT based application where the entire bike operation like start, stop, speed control, remote immobilization can be controlled via the app.
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                                            Robust and seamless system to support  1000+ yoga videos

                                            Sarva is a contemporary yoga app with an established international presence, and they needed a robust system to support their backend. We designed and provided a seamless experience for their users.

                                            
                                                Platforms developed :
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                                                What we achieved?

                                                A robust backend system that supports AWS for seamless integration.
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                                            India’s #1 NEET Training app

                                            Speed Medical Institute has over 20 centers and has trained over 1 Lakh students all over the country. The end-to-end app-based digital 
                                               content delivery and learning platform helps Speed students to study anywhere, anytime, and on any device.

                                            
                                                Platforms developed :
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                                                What we achieved?

                                                A digital institute with 1000+ e-learning content, Realtime Mock exams, and All India Rankings all in one place.
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	              				11 years in, here is what we have achieved

	              				
	              					
		              					
		              						
		              							20+

		              							Multi-Million Dollar Startups

		              						

		              					

		              					
		              						
		              							150+

		              							Projects Completed

		              						

		              					

		              					
		              						
		              							275

		              							Entrepreneurs Consulted Worldwide

		              						

		              					

		              					
		              						
		              							120+

		              							Apps and growing

		              						

		              					

		              					
		              						
		              							4 Million+

		              							Daily Users across the Globe

		              						

		              					

		              					
		              						
		              							125 Million+

		              							Daily Transactions

		              						

		              					

		              				

	              				

	              			

	              		

              		

              	

              

          

        
        
            
              
	              
	              	Our Awards

	              	MacAppStudio has been recognized by Intel
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                				   		Intel Worldwide Top Innovator 2016
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                				   		Intel BlackBelt for App Development
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                				   		Most Valuable Developers Award
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                				   		Intel Worldwide Top Innovator 2017
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                				   		Winner of Intel Best App to Stay in Sync Contest
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                				   		Winner of the Intel Best App to Stay Informed Content
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                				   		Winner of Intel Dixons Home Innovation Challenge
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            				   		Intel Worldwide Top Innovator 2017
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            				   		Winner of the Intel Best App to Stay Informed Content
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            				   		Winner of Intel Dixons Home Innovation Challenge

            				   	

        				   

    				   	

					  

				   

			   

            

        
        
            
              
 				
				  	
				  		
				  			We work with great minds like you

				  			We are very selective about who we work or partner with. We have worked with small startups and huge corporations but we only do work that excites us and with people who are as passionate as we are.
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                        Wall of Fame

                        Here is a list of 15+ projects which inspired us and touched a million lives

                    

                    
                        
                            

                        

                        
                          

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
            
              
 				
				  	
				  		
			  				Apps For Startups to Fortune 10 Companies

			  				We have worked with small startups who are just bootstrapping to Fortune 10 companies with revenues of over US$ 55 billion. We have the agility needed for a start-up and the capacity needed for a corporation and the technical expertise needed for both.

				  		

				  	

				  	
				  		
			  				The 'A-Team' 
 For Your Vision

                            To make your dream come true, you should have the best-in-class team with exceptionally skilled to accomplish it. We have an awesome team of exceptionally skilled people in all technologies across devices and platforms.

				  		

				  	

				  

				

			

		
        
            
              
              	
              		What our Clients say about us!

              		
              		    We believe in trust and long-term relationships and engage with our customers as partners and not as vendors.
              		     We succeed only if our customers and their businesses succeed.
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										"They have a tremendous ability to understand your vision behind the project and they become part of your team while working on your project. They have exceptional technological capabilities."

										Stephen White

										Founder, Solu
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										"They know what they are doing and they’re doing it really well. They are experts in their field and are doing an amazing job. They always came up with suggestions and ideas to improve the project."

										Uday Rathod

										Founder, Znap
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                                        "They have a tremendous ability to understand your vision behind the project and they become part of your team while working on your project. They have exceptional technological capabilities."

                                        
                                            Joel Thomasraj

                                            Founder, God Music
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                        Let’s Transform your business for a change that matters

                        
                            Get a Proposal
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